Business Process Automation
In today’s competitive environment, businesses must strive to streamline processes and leverage
technology to achieve effective change management. Business Process Automation increases productivity,
saves valuable time and helps your bottom line. Now, organizations can accelerate digital transformation
with the powerful and easy-to-use Nintex Platform, the most complete platform for process management
and automation. Nintex is equipped with a complete platform of tools for managing, automating, and
optimizing business processes with power, ease of use and little code.
As a 6-time Nintex Partner of the Year and Certiﬁed Reseller, Protiviti is uniquely qualiﬁed to help your
organization take full advantage of the entire Nintex platform to automate your processes and transform
your business.

Our Nintex Services & Support
Protiviti can provide you with a dedicated expert that can assess your processes and guide you and your
organization on the right path when choosing tools on the Nintex Platform. We have helped hundreds of
organizations increase sustainability, simplify the workplace and maximize compliance efforts.


Process Mapping



Nintex Implementation & Customizations



RPA with Foxtrot



On-Demand Nintex Support



Nintex COE Consulting



Nintex Drawloop in Salesforce Services

6-Time Nintex Partner of the Year!
2013 Marketing Impact

2017 Regional Spotlight

2015 Business Excellence

2018 Customer Success

2016 Solution Innovation

2019 Business Transformation, Regional Spotlight

The Nintex Platform
The Nintex Platform makes it fast and easy to manage, automate, and optimize your business processes. Visually plan, map, and
manage your business processes with tools process owners and participants love to use. Identify the processes best suited for or in
need of automation and get started with clicks, not code. Optimize your business processes leveraging the data created through
your automated processes.

Nintex Promapp® Process Mapping & Management

Mobile Apps & Forms

Establish total visibility and control over your
enterprise processes. Use visual process mapping
software to encourage company-wide collaboration,
increase accountability, and improve your
processes—all with one easy-to-use platform.

Users can receive notifications from their mobile
app, fill out and submit forms, review and approve
documents, and keep business processes running
efficiently—from anywhere, on any device.

Advanced Workflow

Nintex Foxtrot® RPA

Leverage powerful and easy-to-use workflow
automation software to streamline the processes
that make up the core of your business. Ensure
every task advances to the next stage of the process
to make sure your enterprise runs more efficiently.

Leverage trained bots to quickly and cost-effectively
automate routine tasks without the use of code.
Users are now equipped with a comprehensive,
enterprise-grade process management and
automation solution that streamlines processes.

DocGen®

Nintex Sign™ powered by Adobe Sign

Generate precise and accurate documents for
sophisticated business functions like sales proposals,
contracts or work orders. Pull data from multiple
sources. Output data to a variety of endpoints. And
know, above all, your document data is secure and
compliant throughout the process.

Completing approval processes with an electronic
signature allows businesses to move faster. You can
create e-signature tasks within your automated
workflows with just a few clicks. Automate simple to
sophisticated processes using a reliable, enterprisegrade solution.

Process Intelligence

Xtensions™ Framework

Explore your data and find actionable insights.
Monitor workflow performance, discover
data-driven trends, and transform your business
processes with our integrated analytics tools.

Nintex Connectors integrate your business apps
within your automated workflows. Nintex Connectors
cover the popular apps you use every day, and our
Xtensions™ framework lets you build and customize
your own connector.

“Our organization needed to automate our Paid Time Off Process for our 3,000 domestic and international employees.
Using the Nintex Platform, Protiviti was able to automate this extensive process that performs various administrative
functions such as permissions on the PTO records, daily accrual of PTO, PTO balance modifications when a user is
hired/terminated and yearly balance carryover calculations.” - Global Apparel Company

Learn More at ECM.Protiviti.com or Contact Us at ECM@Protiviti.com
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